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ABSTRACT
A review of existing literature and a survey of engi
neering managers are used to determine the work of the
engineering manager,

the career path leading to an engineer

ing management position,

and the skills that should be

acquired by the engineer desiring to make the transition to
an engineering management position.
The work of the engineering manager,
manager,

like that of any

is getting things done through other people.

advancing to the first formal management position,
neer usually passes through three career stages:
informal manager,

and formal manager.

In

the engi
engineer,

While advancing

through these career stages,

the engineer must increase his

skills in three vital areas:

his ability to handle people,

his understanding of business,

and the breadth of his tech

nical knowledge.
The most critical area of expertise for the potential
engineering manager,

the ability to handle people,

is

described as "the people problem."

The people problem in

cludes the delegation of authority,

the assignment of

responsibility,

the motivation of subordinates,

communication.

Because of the technical (as opposed to

interpersonal) orientation,

and effective

the independent nature,

job expectations of engineers,

and the

the people problem is particu

larly acute for the engineering manager.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The 1976 Engineers Joint Council salary survey indicates
that a large proportion of engineers may expect to assume a
supervisory position at some point in their career.

This

survey shows that the proportion of engineers in a super
visory position increases from approximately two percent of
engineers just receiving the baccalaureate degree to a high
of approximately fifty percent of engineers with twenty-seven
years experience since receiving the baccalaureate degree.
[ 1]

Examining the above statistics, the engineer may safely
assume that he* stands a good chance of being in a super
visory or management position at some point in his career.
It thus becomes imperative that he consider some form of
training to prepare himself for this facet of his career.
The engineer who has decided to pursue some type of
management training, from a formal degree program to inde
pendent self study, must know the answers to several ques
tions in order to best plan his training.
manager do?

What does a

What differentiates the manager's work from the

engineer's work?

What will be expected of the manager in a

practical situation as opposed to the position description of
the theoretical ideal manager?

What are the tools a manager

*The pronouns "he" and "his" are used throughout this paper
in their general sense to refer to both male and female
engineers and managers.
Unfortunately, the English language
does not yet include third person singular pronouns specif
ically referring to both masculine and feminine gender.
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can use to carry out his responsibilities?

What type of

training can reasonably be expected to best prepare the
engineer for the actual work situation to which he will be
exposed upon first becoming a manager?
In this paper, the above questions are examined with the
goal of determining those skills that should be acquired by
an engineer desiring to make the transition to an engineering
management position.

The assumption to be used herein is

that the management discipline can best be learned by first
learning to use the basic tools of the discipline and then
building upon this knowledge with experience or further for
mal training.

Just as the potential engineer is given a

foundation of mathematics, physics, chemistry, and the use of
the scientific method and is expected to build on this foun
dation in the actual work situation, the potential manager
must build upon the basic tools of the management discipline.
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II.

PROCEDURE

The process of determining the skills that should be
acquired by an engineer desiring to make the transition to an
engineering management position was divided into three steps:
(1) finding a general position description for an engineering
manager,

(2) determining the career path leading to an engi

neering management position,

and (3) developing a list of the

skills necessary to pursue the engineering management career
path.
A review of existing literature was the first stage of
this research.

General definitions of the engineer's work

and the manager's work were developed by using the common
factors from the available definitions of these positions.
These general definitions were meshed to result in a general
description of the engineering manager's work.
survey

One available

[2] describing the typical career path followed by

engineers included the possibility of the engineer moving to
an engineering management position.

The information from

this survey and the information gained from defining the
engineering manager's work were used to determine the skills
required by an engineering manager and to note the one skill
area of vital importance to the engineer desiring to make the
transition to an engineering management position.
The second stage of this research was a survey of engi
neering managers.

The survey methods used were objective and

subjective questionnaires and in-depth personal interviews.
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Each of these survey methods had advantages and each had
severe disadvantages if used independently of the others.
The objective questionnaire provided quantitative,
statistically verifiable results.
many disadvantages.

However, this method has

The questionnaire must be of limited

length to assure a reasonable response rate; this limits the
number of questions.

If the objective questionnaire is the

only survey method, an extensive body of knowledge in the
survey subject is required to assure that the correct ques
tions are included; this extensive knowledge in engineering
management is not available.

For the quantitative results of

the survey to be statistically valid, a random sample of
engineering managers has to respond to the questionnaire.
Because of the limited body of knowledge in this subject
area, the combinations of characteristics of engineering
managers to be included in the sample group to assure that it
was a random sample could not be determined.

After consider

ing the possible combinations of the engineering disciplines
(mechanical, electrical, civil, etc.), the engineering
functions (design, development, facilities, etc.), the types
of engineers’ employers (consultants,

industry, government,

etc.), and employer-to-employer differences in defining the
duties of the engineering departments, the limitations of any
sample obtained become obvious.
The subjective questionnaire allowed the use of general
questions and provided the respondent with an opportunity to
expand his answer.

However, this method also has several

notable disadvantages.

It can suffer from a low response

rate due to the time required by the respondent to complete
the questionnaire.

The results can be subject to misinter

pretation if the respondent does not adequately expand his
answers.

Because of the large number of possible responses

to each question and the possibility of misinterpretation,
statistical analysis of the results can be misleading.
The in-depth personal interview,
questionnaire,

like the subjective

allowed the use of general questions and pro

vided the respondent with an opportunity to expand his
answers.

In addition,

it allowed the interviewer to correct

possible misinterpretations by posing additional questions
and to increase his understanding of the r e s p o n d e n t s ’ ideas
through the use of questions not planned prior to the inter
view.

There were, however,

personal interview.

First,

two major disadvantages of the
the size and composition of the

sample were limited by the r e s p o n d e n t s ’ geographical prox
imity to the interviewer (because of time and budget con
straints).

Second,

in many cases,

the results of the inter

views were not subject to statistical analysis either becaus
of the large number of possible responses to each question
or,

in areas in which little prior research was available,

because of additional knowledge gained as each interview pro
gressed resulting in consequent minor changes in the planned
questions.
The same seventeen engineering managers were used for
all three surveying techniques.

Because of the small amount
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of prior research in this area, the author concluded that the
personal interview was the most important surveying tech
nique; therefore, the survey was designed to provide as much
diversity in function, management experience, and geographic
location as possible from the group of engineering managers
available for an in-depth personal interview.

The sample

chosen could not be considered to be random with regard to
the attributes of engineering discipline, engineering func
tion, employer,

and engineering duties; however, since this

was an early study and no data existed to show correlation
between these attributes and the survey subject, the survey
results were assumed to be characteristic of the population.
The interpretation of results varied with the survey
technique.

In all areas appropriate for statistical hypoth

esis testing, a twenty percent level of significance was
used.

It was the author's opinion that, this being an early

survey in this subject area, the consequences of accepting a
false hypothesis would not be serious (at worst, additional
research in an area subsequently proven to be unproductive),
but the rejection of a true hypothesis could result in vital
areas being overlooked in future research.

Thus,

the twenty

percent level of significance was chosen to eliminate incon
sistent responses without unduly rejecting true hypotheses
because of the small sample size.
In the first section of the questionnaire,

each engi

neering manager was asked to rate both the importance of
various skills to his success as a manager and the difficulty

he encountered with each of these same skills upon first be
coming a manager.
each skill.

A scale of one to three was used to rate

After the sample mean and sample standard devia

tion were calculated for the importance of each skill, the
various skills were compared using the t distribution with a
twenty percent level of significance.

(The t-distribution is

a statistical distribution used with small sample sizes for
testing hypotheses concerning population means.)

The skills

were then assigned to groups chosen so that, at the twenty
percent level of significance, each skill contained in a
given group was more important to the success of the popula
tion of engineering managers than any skill contained in a
lower ranked group.

This same procedure was used to group

the skills according to difficulty.
The second questionnaire section listed statements con
cerning various management techniques.

Each manager was

asked to indicate his agreement or disagreement with each
statement.

Using the sample proportions for agreement,

eighty percent confidence limits on the population propor
tions based on the exact binomial distribution were deter
mined.

Agreement was assumed to be significant if the lower

limit of the population proportion indicated at least fifty
percent agreement.

Disagreement was treated in the same

manner.
In the third questionnaire section, each manager was
asked to choose one definition of his job from several pro
posed definitions.

The definitions were ranked according to
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the proportion of respondents choosing each one.

Eighty per

cent confidence limits on the population proportion based on
the exact binomial distribution were determined for each
definition.

Choice of a given definition was considered

significant if the lower limit of the population proportion
for that definition was at least fifty percent.
In the fourth section of the questionnaire,

the managers

were asked to list the percentage of their time spent on each
of five activities.

After the sample mean and sample stan

dard deviation were calculated for each of the activities,
the various activities were compared using the t distribution
with a twenty percent level of significance.

The activities

were then assigned to groups so t h a t , at the twenty percent
level of significance,

each activity contained in a given

group took more of the time of the population of engineering
managers than any skill contained in a lower ranked group.
The final section of the questionnaire,
portion,

the subjective

contained four questions designed to elicit the

engineering managers' opinions of the most vital skills for
the engineer desiring to make the transition to an engineer
ing management position.

For reasons noted above in the

discussion of the subjective questionnaire,

statistical

analysis of the results of this section was limited to noting
those occasions in which a particular response or class of
response was obtained from at least twelve of the seventeen
respondents.

(According to the exact binomial distribution,

this represents the point at which it can be stated, at the
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eighty percent confidence level, that at least fifty percent
of the population would answer in the same manner).
The last part of the survey was a personal interview
with each of the seventeen engineering managers.

The inter

view questions were designed to elicit a description of each
manager's work that was as complete as possible, to define
the career path leading to a formal engineering management
position, to obtain each manager's opinion of his most val
uable skill or ability, and to determine the value of skills
in several areas to the manager and to an engineer consider
ing a management position.

Again, because of the large

number of possible responses to each question and because of
slight differences in the questions asked in each interview
(due to slightly different opinions of job definition, etc.),
statistical analysis of the results was limited to noting the
proportion of managers giving a particular response or a
particular class of response.
The questionnaire used in the survey is listed in
Appendix A.

An outline of the questions used in the personal

interview is given in Appendix B.

Appendix C shows the

statistical analysis techniques applied to those parts of the
questionnaire analyzed using the t distribution.
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III.
A.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

THE ENG I N E E R ’S WORK
"Engineering is the art of efficient dealing with
materials and forces.
It is the creation and de
sign and construction and operation of productive
means and applications.
It is the selection, com
bination, adjustment, and proportionment of matter
and power for the benefit of mankind.
It includes
the economic combination of the sometimes compet
ing demands for durability, accuracy, safety, sim
plicity, productivity, and efficiency for the
purpose of further production or for ultimate
consumption." [3]
H e i m e r ’s definition of the engineering discipline most

concisely states the common points of all definitions noted
by the writer.

Examination of this definition leads to

several important conclusions.

The engineer deals with

things (materials and forces) as opposed to dealing with
people.
disposal,

He must be familiar with the raw materials at his
the technology and production facilities available

to use these materials,

and the required characteristics of

the finished item incorporating these materials.

He must be

cognizant of the economic factors affecting his work.
Finally,

the engineer must be able to make decisions concern

ing how to best use the available resources to meet the
required characteristics of the finished product.
Heimer also notes that employers expect engineers to
". . . (1)% be acquainted with the individual and
combined costs of the many factors entering into
production, and with the control of these costs as
a principal determinant of profits; (2) be aware
of the basic financial transactions of the business
enterprise, together with the sources of, and the
payments required for, the funds necessary for pro
gress and growth of the enterprise; (3) have an
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insight into the formal organizational structure
and the concepts of authority, responsibility,
line and staff, coordination of activities and
communications . . ." [4]
The engineer thus finds himself in the unique position
of considering, to a greater or lesser extent, all of the
factors leading to a finished product.
meet his employer's expectations,

To satisfactorily

the engineer must concern

himself with economics, company organization,

and all factors

of production in addition to the technical aspects of his

job.
The engineer's time is spent largely in independent
work.

Although he may consult with his peers or his superi

ors in performing his job or in presenting his results,

the

majority of his time is spent independently considering data
and deciding upon a final method or design.
In the course of his work, the engineer may depend upon
other people for help.

Included may be computer programmers

and operators, technicians, model makers, secretaries, and
members of other organizational groups.

Even so, the engi

neer exercises no authority over these other people.

He must

depend upon kindness on their part, precedent, friendship, or
instructions given by their superiors to obtain the necessary
help from these people.
B.

THE MANAGER'S WORK
Publications abound with definitions of management.

Some authors,
management as

such as Koontz and O'Donnell in describing
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. . the creation and maintenance of an internal
environment in an enterprise where individuals,
working together in groups, can perform efficiently
and effectively toward the attainment of group
goals.” [5]
attempt to include almost every possible detail of any man
ag e r ’s work in a one-sentence definition.

Many authors

attempt to break down the manager's work into functions
(planning,

directing, organizing,

controlling,

etc.).

Mintzberg attempts to separate the manager's work into inter
personal,

informational,

and decisional roles.

[6]

Following the thoughts of the authors of the various
definitions of management as they expand upon their defini
tions, one finds that the same basic description of the
manager’s work is included in each of the definitions.

This

description is perhaps most simply stated by Lawrence A.
Appley:

’’The core concept of management is this:

Management

is getting things done through other peop l e .” [7]
All other definitions of management,

upon careful read

ing, become simply the various authors' opinions of either
the methods to be used by the manager or the authority that
must be given to the manager if he is to satisfactorily
perform his basic job of accomplishing the required results
through the work of other people.
The manager must be aware of two parts of this basic
position description.

First, he must accomplish results.

His superior is not impressed with good intentions,

attempts,

or creation of environments except as they accomplish the
desired results.

This is the difference between "can
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perform" in Koontz and O'Donnell's definition quoted above
and a more realistic "do perform".

Secondly,

the manager

must recognize that he is to accomplish these results, not
through his own work, but through the work of other people.
It is inherently recognized in the fact that he is a manager
that the results to be accomplished require more than one
person and the physical resources (books, calculators,
computers, etc.) available to that person.

Therefore, the

manager’s subordinates become an additional resource that
must be used if satisfactory results are to be accomplished.
Several authors describe various kinds of authority that
must be vested in the ideal manager; however,

these same

authors admit that in many practical situations, the manager
has his authority severely limited in many of these same
areas.

The exact areas of limitation depend upon the organi

zation of which the manager is a part, the location of his
organization, existing government regulations, union agree
ments, and many other circumstances.
hiring, disciplining,

He may be limited in

compensating, and dismissing his sub

ordinates by company policy, government regulations, union
agreements, or company politics.

The organization of his

subordinates or the allocation of his budget may be subject
to approval by his superior.

But regardless of how his

circumstances may vary from some theoretical ideal, the
manager is expected to accomplish the required results
through the use of his subordinates.
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C.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THE ENGINEERING MANAGER
As noted in the description of the engineer's work,

the

engineer should be both a specialist in his field of tech
nical expertise and a generalist in his knowledge of the
customer,

the organization for which he works,

facilities available to him,
ing his work.

the production

and the economic factors affect

An individual who,

in the course of his work,

has to consider all of these factors almost inevitably
develops certain personality traits.
rized in the following passages,

These traits,

summa

are almost universally

recognized by investigators studying the engineering person
ality .
"A practicing psychiatrist describes the
typical engineering personality as precise, metic
ulous, attentive to details and perfectionist,
with a high intelligence which has been restricted
to a narrow field and with little knowledge of
human nature.

"Consultants in the technical manpower
field . . . find that engineers have a positive
attitude toward authority but tend to work most
comfortably with a minimum of supervision, and
have independent attitudes toward their work.
Also, although they have above average mental
ability, this intelligence is usually restricted
to a particular field or specialization.
The
engineer does not apply his full intelligence to
human relations and shows little interest in the
social sciences or public affairs." [8]
Dr. Woodruff Imberman studying the causes of unioniza
tion among engineers

[9] and Dennis Chamot studying unioniza

tion of professionals in general

[10] note several items

which might be termed expectations of professionals.
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Professionals see themselves as belonging to a group set
apart by the specialized study required for membership.
Thus,

they expect ample opportunity for recognition by b<^th

their superiors and their peers.

They expect supervisors to

respect their specialized talents by providing adequate
support (physical resources and support personnel) and by
allowing the professional a major role in deciding what pro
jects to undertake and in planning his own work on a project.
What emerges from the various authors'

descriptions of

the traits and expectations of the engineer is a picture of
an individual having high intelligence,

significant expertise

in a limited field, definite ideas as to the most productive
use of his own time,
recognition.

and a strong desire for respect and

The manager of engineers must recognize these

traits in his subordinates and act accordingly.

He should

allow the engineer a significant part in the decision-making
process.

He should assign,

so far as possible,

projects

commensurate with the engineer's talents and interests.

He

should be willing and able to explain the need for a given
project,

the importance of meeting schedules,

and the non

technical factors affecting the project to his subordinates.
At the same time,

he should have sufficient technical exper

tise to be able to understand his subordinates'

problems and

recognize their accomplishments.
Because of the high intelligence and independent nature
of engineers,

the superior-subordinate relationship is

particularly fragile for the engineering manager.

If the

engineering manager is to get optimum value from his most
important resource,

his engineers,

he must base this r e l a 

tionship more on mutual respect than on the fact that he is
the superior.
managers,

Therefore,

to a greater extent than most other

the engineering manager should be able to motivate

his subordinates rather than relying on direct orders.
D.

SKILLS NEEDED BY THE ENGINEERING MANAGER
Engineering management positions cover a range from the

more traditional, permanent positions of department or sec
tion manager with full responsibility for budgeting,

o r ganiz

ing, and operating the department or section and full
authority for hiring,

training,

disciplining,

and dismissing

personnel to the temporary position of leading a small,
informal group organized within the formal engineering group
to solve a specific problem.

Between these extremes fall

such positions as the limited-duration project management
position characterized by responsibility for the progress of
a particular project through several functional groups but
limited authority over the organization and operation of
these functional groups

(extent of authority varies widely

with company and operating division)

and the permanent p o s i 

tion of lead engineer characterized by responsibility for the
contribution of a small group of engineers to a particular
segment of the d e p a r t m e n t ’s work but little or no authority
over the engineers within the group.
The authority-responsibility equation is obviously
unbalanced in many of th e engineering management positions.
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Although the management scientists would not consider this to
be a healthy situation,
most companies.

it is the situation actually found in

Because of this disparity between authority

and responsibility,

it becomes difficult to enumerate the

exact skills required by the engineering manager.
minimum,

As a

the engineering manager should have the technical

expertise necessary to enable him to understand the work and
the problems of his subordinates, an understanding of the
organization structure and the location of his group within
this structure,

a knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses

of the individuals within his group, a basic understanding of
engineering economics,

the ability to make decisions,

the

ability to communicate effectively both inside and outside
his group,

and the necessary skills in interpersonal rela

tions to allow him to motivate subordinates and to sell his
ideas to his peers and to his superior.
E.

THE TRANSITION TO AN ENGINEERING MANAGER
A recent study [11] shows four distinct career stages

for engineers.
In the first stage, which could be described as an
apprentice stage, the new engineer works under close supervi
sion establishing his technical credibility by completing
small, well-defined projects;

learning the operation of the

engineering function and its place in the organization; and
learning, on a personal level, how to handle the detailed
aspects of his work, how to deal with other members of the
organization,

and how to act in the subordinate position.
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In the second stage, the engineer becomes an individual
contributor.

He has shown ability in problem-solving,

in

engineering judgment (consideration of schedules and budgets
as well as technical aspects), and in working as part of a
team; therefore, he is entrusted with greater responsibility
for projects without close supervision.

The engineer begins

to receive only a general definition of the problem with the
planning of the detailed steps to its solution left to his
judgment.
In the third stage,
sibility for others.

the engineer begins to take respon

This responsibility may be assumed by

the engineer informally taking the position of a mentor (one
who is respected and asked for advice or guidance due to his
proven expertise), or it may be assumed through promotion of
the engineer to a management position such as group leader
or supervisor.
In the fourth stage, the engineer begins to exercise
significant influence in determining the future direction of
the organization through his own expertise, his interactions
with managers and others both inside and outside the organi
zation, and his sponsoring and development of people who
could fill future key roles in the organization.

The engi

neer in this stage is usually in a position of either company
technical expert or manager.
Those engineers who become high performers and remain so
throughout their careers step progressively through the four
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stages; those who have lower performance ratings stop at one
of the earlier stages.
The step from stage two to stage three represents the
point where the engineer could first make the transition to
an engineering manager.

Should he seek to make this transi

tion, he must broaden his knowledge and skills beyond the
purely technical aspects of his work.
Many skills are required of the engineering manager as
noted earlier; however, most experts agree that the biggest
problem facing the engineer as he makes the transition to an
engineering manager is the people problem.

The new manager

must be able to get results from his subordinates.

"No

matter how exceptional a manager's decisions are, if they're
not carried out, he'll be an unemployed manager."

[12]

To

get results, the manager must be able to deal with his sub
ordinates.

He must be able to form a working superior-

subordinate relationship.

He must be able to communicate

with his subordinates in a way they will understand and to
motivate them to put forth their best efforts.
"In the process of moving over to management, the
engineer will find . . . that there are no set
formulae for dealing with people and that his
assets may become stumbling blocks if he tries to
deal with human beings as if they were predictable
machines.
For one thing, the engineer's logical
thinking may inhibit any intuitive abilities he
may have, and managers often have to depend a great
deal on intuition when it comes to dealing with
people . . . .
The engineer is strong sighted with
regard to things, but poor sighted with regard to
people." [13]
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The new manager's people problem relates to himself as
well as to his attitudes towards other people.

Several

authors note that the manager must be consistent in his
actions in order to command the respect of his subordinates.
To be consistent,

the manager must develop a personal philos

ophy, a personal code of right and wrong that can be applied
to any situation.

The new manager must learn to delegate

authority to his subordinates and, thus, to give up much of
the detailed technical control that has led to his success in
the past.
The need for the potential engineering manager to become
adept at relations with subordinates is probably best stated
by Don Fuller:
"Formerly the company was vitally concerned with
how much he himself could do; now it must worry
about his ability to get other people to do
things.
From my own experience, I will say that
where the engineering function is concerned, the
company usually has ample cause for worry." [14]
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IV.

SURVEY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The survey consisted of three parts: an objective
questionnaire,

a subjective questionnaire, and an in-depth

personal interview.

The objective questionnaire was divided

into sections concerning management skills, management tech
niques, possible definitions of the manager's work, and the
division of the manager's time among various activities.

The

same group of seventeen engineering managers participated in
each part of the survey.
pants is given in Table I.

A profile of this group of partici
Each part of the survey, includ

ing each section of the objective questionnaire, is discussed
separately.
A.

MANAGEMENT SKILLS— IMPORTANCE AND DIFFICULTY
The results of the first section of the objective

questionnaire are shown in Tables II through V.
exception,

With one

"personal technical knowledge," all the listed

skills relate to relationships between the manager and other
people.

Even "understanding what is expected of you as a

manager" belongs in this category as any problem in this area
must be caused by a lack of sufficient communication between
the manager and his superior.
Several important facts are evident in these results.
The traditional management skills of delegating authority to
subordinates, assigning responsibility to subordinates, and
motivating subordinates are included in the group of skills
considered to be most important.

However, this group also
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TABLE I
PROFILE OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS
COMPANY AND DIVISION AFFILIATION
Company
Company
Company
Company

11
3
2
1

A, Division A
A, Division B
B
C

respondents
respondents
respondents
respondent

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
12 respondents
3 respondents
2 respondents

Georgia
Missouri
North Carolina
ENGINEERING FUNCTION

respondents
respondents
respondents
respondents
respondent

Product Development
Product Design
Manufacturing
Industrial
Quality Assurance
SEX

16 respondents
1 respondent

Male
Female

YEARS AS ENGINEER BEFORE ASSUMING
AN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT POSITION
7.88
8
6
9

Mean
Median
Modes

years
years
years and
years

YEARS AS ENGINEERING MANAGER
10.53 years
7 years
6 years

Mean
Median
Mode
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT LEVEL
Level I (subordinates are non-managers)
Level II or above

13 respondents
4 respondents

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE OF SKILLS USING t STATISTIC
(The grouping of skills according to their importance
to the engineering manager shown in Table III is
based on the statistical analysis results listed in
this table.)

SAMPLE B

SAMPLE A

N
8

7

1

1.451

2.192

3.713

4.193

10.582

10.240

1.451

1.451

2.192

3.713

4.193

10.582

10.240

.332

.879

.879

1.728

3.157

3.590

8.248

9.117

2.882

.332

.879

.879

1.728

3.157

3.590

8.248

9.117

5

2.765

.437

.964

2.274

2.651

5.822

7.554

11

2.765

.437

.964

2.274

2.651

5.822

7.554

8

2.588

.618

1.120

1.421

3.285

5.432

7

2.353

.606

.288

1.857

4.276

1

2.294

.588

1.523

4.039

6

2.059

.243

9

1.529

.514

s

2

4

5

2.941

.243

.591

.591

1.451

10

2.941

.243

.591

.591

2

2.882

4

N

X

3

NOTES:

(1)
( 2)
(3)

11

N is skill number as it appears
in Sect. I of questionnaire
x is sample mean
s is sample standard deviation

6

9

3.844

(4)
(5)

t statistic listed is for
test of null hypothesis yA=yR
See Appendix C for de
scription of analysis method

to
CO
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TABLE III
GROUPING OF SKILLS BY IMPORTANCE
(This grouping of skills according to their importance to the
engineering manager is based on the statistical results
listed in Table II.
The method of analysis used is described
in Appendix C . )
GROUP I
(Most Important)
Ability to assign responsibility to subordinates
Personal skills at communicating with others
Ability to delegate authority to subordinates
Ability to motivate subordinates
GROUP II
Personal understanding of capabilities of subordinates
Understanding what is expected of you as a manager
GROUP III
Keeping subordinates well informed of outside conditions
that might affect the decisions they make
GROUP IV
Relations with peers outside your function
Personal technical knowledge
GROUP V
Relations with peers inside your function
GROUP VI
(Least Important)
Knowledge of subordinates'

lives outside work

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DIFFICULTY OF SKILLS USING t STATISTIC
(The grouping of skills according to the difficulty they cause for the beginning
engineering manager shown in Table V is based on the statistical analysis results
in this table.)

SAMPLE A

SAMPLE B

7

N
5

8

1.147

1.204

1.515

1.626

.748

.254

.438

.527

1.941

.659

.273

.462

11

1.882

.600

.237

7

1.824

5

9

1

6

2.022

3.082

4.044

6.013

.726

1.018

1.989

2.804

4.146

.571

.776

1.097

2.135

3.021

4.599

.299

.539

.864

1.958

2.886

4.594

.809

.232

.487

1.425

2.185

3.329

1.824

.529

.287

.615

1.779

2.763

4.661

8

1.765

.664

.274

1.330

2.190

3.593

10

1.706

.588

1.130

2.043

3.590

9

1.471

.624

.851

2.059

1

1.294

.588

6

1.118

.332

N

X

s

2

3

4

2.118

.600

.761

.819

2

1.941

3

NOTES:

(1)
(2)
(3)

11

N is skill number as it appears
in Sect. I of questionnaire
x is sample mean
s is sample standard deviation

10

1.075

(4)
(5)

t statistic listed is for test
of null hypothesis yA=]iR
See Appendix C for
description of analysis method
to
cn
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TABLE V
GROUPING OF SKILLS BY DIFFICULTY
(This grouping of skills according to the difficulty they
cause for the beginning engineering manager is based on the
statistical results listed in Table IV.
The method of
analysis used is described in Appendix C.)
GROUP I
(Most Difficult)
Ability to motivate subordinates
Ability to delegate authority to subordinates
Ability to assign responsibility to subordinates
Understanding what is expected of you as a manager
Relations with peers outside your function
Personal understanding of capabilities of subordinates
Keeping subordinates well informed of outside conditions
that might affect the decisions they make
Personal skills at communicating with others
GROUP II
Knowledge of subordinates'

lives outside work

Personal technical knowledge
GROUP III
(Least Difficult)
Relations with peers inside your function
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contains the personal communication skill, a skill not
greatly stressed in traditional management literature.

The

engineering managers rank personal technical knowledge rather
low in both importance (seven of the eleven skills are rated
more important) and difficulty experienced by the new manager
(eight of the eleven skills are rated more difficult).

This

indicates that the engineer having the most extensive tech
nical background will not necessarily make the best manager.
Finally, the eight skills ranked as equal to or greater than
personal technical knowledge in importance to the manager are
all contained in the group of skills considered to cause the
new manager the most difficulty.
B.

MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
Tables VI and VII show the results of the second section

of the objective questionnaire.
management techniques,

Although referred to as

the statements in this section of the

questionnaire defy precise classification.

The results of

this section tend to show that the manager must be a gener
alist.

He should be aware of overall company conditions and

be able to communicate these conditions to his subordinates
(see statements 4, 10, 7, 16 and 19).

He is neither expected

to be a technical expert nor to be involved in the details of
his subordinates' work (see statements 22, 3, 15 and 17).

He

must be skilled in communicating with others (see statements
5, 10 and 19).

Finally, the manager must understand the cap

abilities of his subordinates and must make his expectations
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TABLE VI
RESULTS OF SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE SECTION
AND DERIVED POPULATION PERCENTAGES
(The lower limit of the population percentage ranges listed
in this table are used to assign the various management tech
niques to the groups shown in Table VII.)

Statement
Number

Sample
Percentage
Agree
Disagree

Range of
Population Percentage
Agree
Disagree

4
5
6
8

100.00

0.00

87.51-100.00

0.00-12.49

10
20

94.12

5.88

78.98- 99.38

0.62-21.02

7
13

88.24

5.88

71.63- 96.83

0.62-21.02

1
22

88.24

11.76

71.63- 96.83

3.17-28.37

16

76.47

11.76

58.36- 89.32

3.17-28.37

19

70.58

17.65

52.19- 84.94

6.67-35.19

18

58.82

23.53

40.55- 75.39

10.68-41.64

9

52.94

29.41

35.04- 70.27

15.06-47.81

12

47.05

29.41

29.73- 64.96

15.06-47.81

2

47.05

41.18

29.73- 64.96

24.61-59.45

11

47.05

52.94

29.73- 64-96

35.04-70.27

21

41.18

41.18

24.61- 59.45

24.61-59.45

14

29.41

52.94

15.06- 47.81

35.04-70.27

3

23.53

76.47

10.68- 41.64

58.36-89.32

15

11.76

76.47

3.17- 28.37

58.36-89.32

17

5.88

94.12

0.62- 21.02

78.97-99.38

NOTES:

(1)

Statement number is number as it appears in
Section II of questionnaire.

(2)

All population percentage ranges are based on
the exact binomial distribution with eighty
percent confidence limits.
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TABLE VII
GROUPING OF TECHNIQUES
(This grouping of management techniques is based on the
lower limits of the population percentages shown in
Table VI. The grouping method is described in ’'Procedure".)
GROUP I
(at least fifty percent of the population of engineering
managers agree as statistically determined from sample)
4.

I must be aware of the overall objectives of the
company in order to properly guide my subordinates.

5.

My success as a manager is related to a great extent to
my ability to communicate with my subordinates.

6.

I must be aware of the capabilities and limitations of
my subordinates.

8.

My subordinates must have an understanding of the pri
orities of the various tasks assigned to them.

10.

It is vital that I cultivate contacts and sources of
information outside my area of responsibility in order
to understand exactly what is needed from my subordi
nates and myself.

20.

My subordinates should know exactly what is expected of
them.

7.

Each of my subordinates must feel that he is making a
valuable contribution to the company.

13.

I must make my subordinates aware of what can be done
to correct unsatisfactory results.

1.

My subordinates must know the limits of their authority.

22.

The successful manager must be able to assign a job to
a subordinate without constantly checking on the sub
ordinate's progress.

16.

I must give my subordinates a description of conditions
outside their immediate area of responsibility adequate
to allow them to consider overall conditions when
making decisions.

19.

My success as a manager is related to a great extent to
my ability to communicate with those outside my
function.
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Table VII

(continued)
GROUP II

(neither fifty percent minimum agreement nor fifty percent
minimum disagreement indicated in population of engineering
managers as statistically determined from sample)
18.

9.
12.
2.

It is more important for each of my subordinates to
have a job he is comfortable with than it is for me to
keep a subordinate who is a good worker in his present
position.
I should immediately recognize exceptional work by a
subordinate.
Motivating my subordinates causes me more problems than
does any lack of technical expertise they may have.
My technical knowledge is important in gaining the
respect of my subordinates.

11.

I must precisely define the responsibility assigned to
each of my subordinates.

21.

I sometimes unknowingly withhold important information
from my subordinates because I do not realize it will
be important to the completion of their jobs.

14.

A manager should sometimes withhold information from
subordinates to develop their skill in acquiring their
own data.
GROUP III

(at least fifty percent of the population of engineering
managers disagree as statistically determined from sample)
3.

I should understand the details of each of my subordi
nates’ jobs.

15.

A successful manager of engineers must be a proficient
engineer.

17.

I should personally be able to fill the shoes of any
one of my subordinates if he is absent.
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of results known to them (see statements 5, 6, 20, 13, 1,
and 22).
C.

MANAGEMENT DEFINITION
Of the six possible management definitions proposed in

the third section of the objective questionnaire, only two
were chosen by any of the managers surveyed.

Four engineer

ing managers chose "developing my subordinates," and the
remaining thirteen managers chose "getting things done
through other people."

An evaluation of these responses

using the exact binomial distribution and eighty percent
confidence limits gave population percentage ranges of
10.68 percent to 41.64 percent for the former definition and
58.36 percent to 89.32 percent for the latter.

Using the

criteria stated under "Procedure," choice of the latter
definition was considered significant.

Choice of this

latter definition shows agreement with the prevalent defini
tion of the manager’s job noted in "The Manager's Work".
D.

USE OF THE MANAGER’S TIME
The results of the fourth section of the objective

questionnaire are shown in Tables VIII and IX.

In every

case, the manager indicated that the activities listed in
the questionnaire used one hundred percent of his time.
The activities listed in the questionnaire may be con
sidered to be of two types:

one activity where the manager

works alone and four activities where the manager is in
volved in relations with other people.

Grouping the

activities in this manner, it can be stated, at the twenty
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TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF TIME SPENT AT VARIOUS
ACTIVITIES USING t STATISTIC
(The grouping of activities according to the time spent on
each by the engineering manager shown in Table IX is based
on the statistical analysis results listed in this table.)

SAMPLE B

SAMPLE A
N

x

s

3

5

1

33.529

13.436

1.367

3

27.882

10.458

5

21.176

15.553

2

9.235

5.178

4

7.588

5.316

NOTES:

N

2

4

2.478

6.956

7.402

1.475

6.588

7.132

3.003

3.409

(1)

N is activity number as it appears in
Section IV of questionnaire

(2)

x is sample mean

(3)

s is sample standard deviation

(4)

t statistic listed is for test of null
hypothesis yA=UB

(5)

See Appendix C for description of analysis
method

.915
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TABLE IX
GROUPING OF ACTIVITIES BY TIME SPENT ON EACH
(This grouping of activities according to the time spent on
each by the engineering manager is based on the statistical
results listed in Table VIII. The method of analysis used
is described in Appendix C.)
GROUP I
(Most Time Spent)
Communicating with subordinates (verbal or written)

GROUP II
Communicating with people within the company other than
your subordinates or your superior (verbal or written)
GROUP III
Independent work not involving communication with others
GROUP IV
Communicating with superior (verbal or written)
GROUP V
(Least Time Spent)
Communicating with customers or suppliers
(verbal or written)
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percent level of significance, that the engineering manager
spends at least seventy-five percent of his time in activi
ties involving relations with other people (see Appendix C ) .
As might be expected,

the survey indicates that the

engineering manager spends more time communicating with his
subordinates than he spends at any other activity; however,
it may be surprising to note that the activity consuming the
second largest portion of the manager’s time is communica
tion with those people within the company but outside his
area of functional responsibility (neither his superior nor
his subordinate).
E.

DEFINITION OF THE PEOPLE PROBLEM
Prior to discussing the results of the subjective

portion of the questionnaire and the personal interview, it
is necessary to define the people problem so that the many
different responses to the subjective questions can be
grouped.
Defining management as "getting things done through
other people" implies that the manager must be able to get
other people to do things.

The manager accomplishes this by

interacting with the other people.

Such interaction may

involve orders or requests to subordinates (if, indeed,
there is a practical difference in these two), requests to
other organizational groups, or requests to the manager's
superior.
The people problem includes all areas of a manager's
job involving his interactions with other persons.

It may
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be thought of as a combination of the problems of inter
personal relationships and the problems of effective
communications.

Included in the people problem are the

manager's problems in defining subordinates' areas of
authority and responsibility in a way they can understand,
in causing subordinates to put forth their best efforts, in
being able to obtain the needed results from other organiza
tional groups, and in being able to sell his subordinates'
and his own ideas to his superior or to members of other
organizational groups.
F.

SKILLS FOR THE TRANSITION
Table X lists the responses given to the questions in

the subjective portion of the questionnaire.

The author

has listed these responses verbatim to avoid introducing
personal bias.

The responses for each question are numbered

so that a given number represents the same respondent for
each of the four questions.
When asked what facet of management they felt least
prepared for when first assuming a management position,
twelve of the seventeen engineering managers (respondents
numbered 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, and 16)
listed at least one item included in the people problem.
Nine of the seventeen managers (respondents numbered 1, 2,
4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 16, and 17) listed at least one such item
as a course that should be added to the traditional engi
neering curriculum.

Fourteen of the seventeen managers

(respondents numbered 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
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TABLE X
RESULTS OF SUBJECTIVE QUESTIONNAIRE SECTION
(The response of each engineering manager to each of the
four questions in the subjective section of the question
naire is listed verbatim.
A given number represents the
same respondent for each of the four questions.)
What facet of management do you feel you were least prepared
for when you first moved from an engineering position to a
management position?
(1)

"the art of delegation"

(2)

"financial planning— budgets"

(3)

"salary administration, interdepartmental relation
ships, scope of the job— its vastness"

(4)

"personnel management in all its elements from
praise to criticism"

(5)

"don’t recall any problem"

(6)

"managing people"

(7)

"development of people"

(8)

"communicating and delegating job responsibilities"

(9)

[blank]

(10)

"dealing effectively with other people's emotions"

(11)

"being forceful to subordinates when necessary"

(12)

"motivating people, organization"

(13)

"I was least prepared in the areas of communicating
and motivating."

(14)

"knowledge of overall product and management goals"

(15)

"directing people while motivating them without
using theory X"

(16)

"developing and counseling people"

(17)

"goal setting and project management"
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TABLE X

(continued)

Assuming that an engineer should be prepared to some extent
by his college education for a future management position,
what types of courses do you feel should be added to the
traditional engineering curriculum to accomplish this?
(1)

"general business, communications"

(2)

"behavioral science, psychology, communications"

(3)

"management (core type course), finance, accounting,
decision theory"

(4)

"certainly the above ["personnel management in all
its elements from praise to criticism"] plus basic
accounting and industrial business (general course)"

(5)

"Too much elapsed time from college to management
position to be of value. Engineers interested in
management will get this background on their own."

(6)

"People Motivation— Analysis, Speech and Efficient
Communicat ion."

(7)

[blank]

(8)

"The types of courses should be in communicating—
creative writing, speech, etc., and some type of
course in purpose of life and industry."

(9)

"1.
2.
3.

Basic behavior courses
Human relations— understanding people
Communications techniques— dealing with
people— (a common weakness among engineers)—
be a salesman!"

(10)

"Human relations, motivation theories"

(11)

"Additional accounting, economics, and business"

(12)

[blank]

(13)

"Courses in the humanities for broader knowledge.
Courses in philosophy and people-oriented subjects
for deeper knowledge."

(14)

"1.
2.

(15)

"human resources"

course in applied engineering
project assignments of actual case study"
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TABLE X

(continued)

(16)

’’Self expression— written and oral (communication)
Financial principles and accounting
Business organization
Personal salesmanship
Psychology of dealing with people”

(17)

’’Interpersonal relationships, economics, communica
tion techniques”

If you were recommending an engineer for an engineering
management position, what characteristics or abilities would
you look for?
(1)

”An appreciation and interest in overall department
and division objectives; the ability to work with
and through others; the ability to plan and organize
work assignments”

(2)

"Intelligence; practicality; ability to make deci
sions, take risks; ability to handle new ideas;
understanding business objectives; adaptability;
reliability."

(3)

"Ability to smoothly accomplish objectives on time
without close follow.
Awareness of our business
with insight into the relationship between our
business and his job.
Self start capability.”

(4)

"Ability to manage people effectively.
Good com
municator.
Ability to develop people.
Broad
knowledge about other departments and divisions and
field use of products.
Reasonably good technical
knowledge."

(5)

"Interest in management and in people.”

(6)

"Project management ability, good communicator,
works well with people— motivator”

(7)

"The ability to lead, direct, and develop people.”

(8)

"The ability to get things done through other
people.
A good communicator who can give short tothe-point reports."

(9)

"Integrity, commitment, ability to work effectively
with and through people, gets results”
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TABLE X

(continued)

(10)

"Ability to deal with people.
background."

Broad disciplined

(ID

"Technical.
Communications.
Sales.
along and hear what others say."

(12)

"Ability to communicate.
Ability to motivate.
Knowledge of job. Organizer."

(13)

"Self-confidence, organization, desire for self
improvement, communication ability, and a sense of
humor."

(14)

"1.
2.
3.
4.

(15)

"Able to give directions, able to work/communicate
with others, respect of his peers"

(16)

"Ability to motivate and manage people; demonstrated
ability to solve problems; ability to express him
self in a convincing manner; creativity; demon
strated commitment to tasks assigned; emotional
maturity and stability"

(17)

"Good communicator, self starter, respected by
others, honesty and integrity"

Ability to get

Ability to accept leadership
Communication and ability to work with others
Demonstrated ability to get work done
Knowledge and engineering ability"

What is the most important advice you could give an engineer
when he first becomes a manager?
(1)

"Make conscious effort to achieve proper level of
delegation to subordinates"

(2)

"Listen, especially to subordinates; delegate;
communicate; cultivate other functions."

(3)

"Stop being an engineer— you are no longer a tech
nical expert; delegate everything--do not second
guess technical decisions; communicate as much as
possible with everyone--you cannot be an introvert"

(4)

"Assess the inherited talent versus the job to be
done. Don't hesitate to shift if necessary.
Listen
to others.
By all means, quit your old job, espe
cially if in the same department."
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TABLE

(continued)

(5)

"Don't try to change too many things too soon."

(6 )

"1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Define your function
Organize to meet your function
Understand your subordinates, their strengths
and weaknesses
Show personal concern for subordinates
Be ready to dedicate most of your time to
communications"

(7)

"Up until now, you have been judged on what you do.
Now you'll be judged on what you get someone else
to do."

(8 )

"Be honest in every aspect of life, especially in
dealing with those he supervises.
Keep cool and be
willing to listen to the other man's opinion."

(9)

"1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Communicate!
Both ways.
Support your people.
Plan well.
Keep out of the details.
If your people are so
incompetent that you must check everything,
better make changes.
Keep your boss informed at all times— good news
or bad."

(1 0 )

"Walk slowly and listen.
can help you."

(ID

"Listen to what people are saying and avoid putting
them on the defensive.
Try to sell people on a
project rather than pushing the facts at them
forcefully."

(12 )

"Learn to be a listener."

(13)

"Don't lose your sense of humor.
Stay flexible.
Keep your sense of values and perspective.
Laugh at
yourself occasionally."

(14)

"Quickly understand ability of your subordinates.
Obtain product knowledge.
Lead as soon as possible.
Set an example of character, leadership, and
responsibility.
Communicate with others and main
tain a professional attitude."

Everyone in his own way
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TABLE X
(15)

(continued)
"1.
2.
3.
4.

Listen— observe
Give others a chance to tell their side— first
Gather as many facts as you can or have time
for before making a decision
Doing all that— 90% of your decisions will be
made in your gut anyway”

(16)

"Delegate authority and responsibility for work
assignments; if you don't do it at the beginning,
the probabilities are that you will have difficulty
doing it later.
This is unfair to both yourself and
your subordinates."

(17)

"Don't be afraid to try new things even if you make
a mistake--you can learn from mistakes.
Have con
fidence in yourself.
Ask subordinates for their
suggestions and use them."
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15, 16, and 17) listed at least one such item as an ability
for which they would look in a potential manager.

Such

items were listed by fourteen engineering managers (respond
ents numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,
and 17) as part of the advice they would give a new manager.
All but one of the respondents, respondent numbered 5,
listed an item included as part of the people problem as
part of their answer to at least one of the subjective
questions.
No other skill (accounting, budgeting, organization
theory, economics, technical knowledge, etc.) received as
many as five percent of the responses received by the skills
included in the people problem on any one question or any
combination of questions.
G.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENGINEERING MANAGER'S WORK
The engineering managers' responses to interview ques

tions concerning their duties corroborated the answers given
to similar questions on the questionnaire.

Although the

managers' descriptions of the overall responsibilities of
their departments or sections varied widely, their descrip
tions of their own duties as engineering managers corre
sponded closely.

Sixteen of the seventeen engineering

managers felt that the manager's job is getting things done
through the use of other people.

Three of the managers who

had listed the development of people as the definition of
the manager's job on the questionnaire indicated during the
interviews that they felt the development of people to be a
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means to use to get the job done (the better trained engi
neer was felt to be more capable of performing his duties);
they did not feel it to be an end in itself.

One manager,

who also had chosen the development of people on the ques
tionnaire, felt the development of people to be his primary
responsibility; he seemed to feel that, if the engineer was
trained and developed properly, the engineer,
would manage himself.

in effect,

Two engineering managers indicated

that approximately fifty percent of their time was spent in
work of an engineering nature— both of these managers headed
relatively small sections.
Each manager,

in describing his job, seemed to empha

size the importance of one or two facets of the people
problem to his job performance.

Nine engineering managers

noted the importance of assigning challenging projects to
their subordinates.

Six indicated that they should under

stand the desires and goals of their subordinates.

Five

managers described the manager’s functions as being delega
tion, motivation, and communication.

Four specifically

stated that the manager’s resources are people.
Several engineering managers mentioned department
budgets, salary administration, and the provision of physi
cal resources for the department among their duties, but
they described these as necessary tasks rather than major
responsibilities.
The engineering managers interviewed described engi
neers as being precise, intelligent,

logical, and somewhat
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independent.

They felt that engineers respect ability in

others and desire recognition for their own ability.

The

managers tended to classify engineers according to the
presence or absence of self-start capability (willingness to
take action on a project or a problem without specific in
structions from the manager)— the managers preferred that
this capability be present.

Several managers observed that,

after an engineer’s salary has reached a level sufficient to
maintain his standard of living, the engineer still welcomes
salary increases, not for their material value, but for
their implied recognition of the engineer’s performance.
Similarly, a majority of the managers noted the motivational
value of challenging assignments and company-sponsored
training; they felt engineers perceive these as recognition
for outstanding performance.
Several managers noted that the motivation of engineers
is vital.

These managers indicated that, although such

tools as management by objectives are available, there
exists no completely satisfactory method of measuring the
job performance of professionals.

The professional's job

performance must be considered in terms of quality (cost
reduction, technical improvement, safety, ease of manufac
ture, etc.) as well as quantity, and in many cases, the
professional himself is the only one who knows if he has put
sufficient emphasis on each of the quality factors in the
completion of his project.

The production worker must

produce a given number of units per unit time with a maximum
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of some given number of quality defects— his value judgments
are made for him.

The professional, because of the nature

of his job, must often make value judgments for himself;
therefore, he must be motivated to monitor his own perform
ance in many areas and to do this according to standards
acceptable to his employer.
All the managers interviewed classified parts of their
jobs as being political in nature— fifteen said that politi
cal activities formed significant portions of their jobs.
The managers preferred to use such terms as ’’personal sales
manship,” ’’the art of persuasion,” and "the ability to reach
a satisfactory compromise” rather than the word ’’political,”
which many felt to have a bad connotation, to describe this
part of their work.

One manager noted that almost all

solutions to problems involve a certain amount of compromise
after the factors of technical necessity, economics, market
ability, and ability to manufacture are considered.

All

seventeen engineering managers indicated that there is a
significant amount of interaction between themselves and
their peers in other functions through both formal meetings
and informal discussions.

They felt the informal discus

sions to be the more valuable for solving problems.
H.

THE CAREER PATH LEADING TO ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
During the personal interview, each engineering manager

was asked to describe his career prior to assuming a formal
management position.

All but two of the managers had worked

as engineers in the same functions or in functions very
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similar to the functions in which they held their first
formal management positions.

In addition to their work as

engineers, two managers mentioned experience as military
officers, three of the managers had substituted for a
superior in his absence, and fifteen of the seventeen engi
neering managers had held informal engineering management
positions before assuming their first formal engineering
management positions.

These informal positions included

lead engineer, supervisory engineer, task force leader, and
project manager positions.

Only one of the seventeen man

agers had no management experience of any type before his
first formal engineering management position.
All of the engineering managers who had held informal
management positions felt that these positions had provided
valuable training for their formal management positions and
that success in these informal positions had been an impor
tant consideration in their selection for formal positions.
Several managers observed that the problems of assigning
responsibility and motivating people are more severe in the
informal positions than in the formal positions.

This is

due to the informal manager's lack of broad authority and
the dual loyalty (to permanent superior and to informal
manager) required of the personnel working with the informal
manager.
I.

THE IMPORTANT SKILLS
When asked what one skill, ability, or personal charac

teristic they felt to have been most responsible for their
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first appointment to a formal engineering management posi
tion, most of the engineering managers interviewed had
difficulty in responding; fourteen managers noted that,
although they might give an answer, no one skill, ability,
or characteristic alone had been responsible for their
appointment.
Six managers chose the ability to get things done
through others as demonstrated in earlier assignments as
the most important trait.

Four engineering managers chose

the quality of perseverance.

Three managers chose technical

ability; however, one of these managers candidly noted that,
although he felt he had been selected for a management
position largely because of his technical ability, he did
not use this as his most important selection criterion when
choosing managers.

The other traits chosen by the managers

were reliability (could be trusted to complete assignments),
creativity, self-confidence, and the ability to make deci
sions with minimum information available.
The engineering managers were also asked about several
specific skills (see questions 4, 5, and 6 in Appendix B).
Most managers interviewed declined giving specific "yes" or
"no" answers when asked if each of these skills is important
to the engineer at various stages in his career path.

In

stead, they chose to discuss each skill and the importance
of either proficiency in the skill or ability to learn the
skill to the engineer.

The discussion below is the author's

interpretation of the managers’ responses.
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The engineering managers expected the new engineer
(college graduate) to have some knowledge of macroeconomics
acquired either through a formal course or through attention
to the business world.

Knowledge in this area, particularly

an understanding of the concepts of supply and demand, fixed
and variable costs, and the government's role in the eco
nomic system, becomes more important as the engineer reaches
the point in his career where he might be considered for an
engineering management position.

This knowledge retains its

value for the person in an engineering management position.
Most engineering managers (fourteen of the seventeen
managers interviewed) did not expect the new engineer to be
proficient in the area of engineering economics.

Although

some of the subjects discussed in this area (cash flow, in
ternal rate of return, time value of money, etc.) could be
the list of topics for a formal course in management finance,
the managers felt that skill in many vital facets of engi
neering economics (value analysis, true cost of changes, how
"fixed costs" could become variable with changes in design
or method of manufacture, etc.) can only be gained by the
engineer through actual job experience.

All engineering

managers interviewed deemed skill in engineering economics
as vital to the engineering manager, to the engineer being
considered for an engineering management position, and to
the engineer wishing to advance his career as a technical
specialist.
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The managers interviewed were almost evenly divided in
their assessment of the importance of statistics.

Managers

of product development engineering, industrial engineering,
and quality assurance tended to place more importance on
this skill than did managers of other engineering functions.
Eight managers expected new engineers to have some skill in
this area— nine did not.

Statistics was rated slightly more

important to the engineer being considered for a management
position and to the engineering manager, but managers out
side of the three engineering functions noted above tended
to define statistics as only elementary knowledge of the
significance of means, modes, medians, standard deviations,
and simple probabilities.
Fifteen of the engineering managers did not expect the
new engineer to have accounting skills.

Although accounting

gains importance for the engineer being considered for a
management position (only two managers rated it unimportant)
and for the engineering manager (only one manager rated it
unimportant), the depth of knowledge considered important in
this area is small; one manager best described the feelings
of the managers interviewed by observing, "He should be able
to wade through company profit-and-loss statements and
department budgets without getting lost, and he should be
able to make a department budget, but that's about all."

As

is obvious from noting the responses given by the engineer
ing managers to the question of engineering economics, most
of the managers separate the areas of accounting and finance.
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Although only seven of the seventeen engineering man
agers expected the new engineer to have skill in public
speaking,

fifteen of the managers thought this area to be

important to the engineer seeking a management position, and
all seventeen managers felt this to be an area of importance
to the engineering manager.

The managers defined public

speaking as extemporaneous speaking before small groups.
Fourteen managers also specifically mentioned skill in
writing coherent letters and reports as important, but only
five of the fourteen expected the new engineer to have
sufficient skill in writing.
The engineering managers tended to regard psychology
and sociology as theoretical subjects and interpersonal
relations as the practical application of these subjects.
One manager who had taken an introductory course in psy
chology said that he M . . . learned that you can condition
a psychologist to ring a bell each time a dog salivates but
not much else."

Another manager described an introductory

sociology course as ". . . a lot of five-dollar words but
little usable content."

These two managers, among others,

mourned the lack of human relations courses suitable for
people outside the field who cannot afford the time to take
several prerequisite courses in order to take the one or two
courses they need.

This information provided an insight

into the reasons for the seemingly inconsistent responses to
interview questions about the areas of psychology, sociology
and interpersonal relations.

Seven of the seventeen
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engineering managers expected a new engineer to be skillful
in interpersonal relations— none expected knowledge in psy
chology or sociology.

All but one of the engineering man

agers felt an engineer being considered for a management
position should have skills in interpersonal relations— only
five noted a need for knowledge in psychology and sociology.
All seventeen engineering managers felt skill in inter
personal relations to be important to their success— only
five felt psychology and sociology to be important.

The

managers defined the area of interpersonal relations to
contain the same topics as noted under "Definition of the
People Problem."
All seventeen engineering managers felt that, whether
the engineer increases his skill in handling people through
experience and native ability or through study and conscious
effort, this skill should increase as he advances in his
career either as a manager or as a technical expert.
At the conclusion of each interview, the engineering
manager was asked the following question:

"A very good case

can be made for the proposition that mathematics is the
basic tool of the engineer.

He must be so familiar with

mathematics that many areas of the subject are almost second
nature to him.

I propose that, in a similar manner,

personal relations is the basic tool of the manager.

inter
He

must have a working knowledge of this area and must apply it
almost constantly in his work.

Do you agree?"

Although

several of the managers wanted to discuss the former
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proposition, sixteen of the seventeen engineering managers
agreed with the latter without hesitation or qualification;
the one manager who disagreed was unable to offer an alter
nate skill.
One engineering manager, who had experience in several
divisions of a major corporation, added this comment to his
answer to the concluding question:

"It has been my exper

ience that engineering managers are replaced because of
their problems in handling people, not because of any lack
of technical competence."
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V.
A.

SUMMARY

THE ENGINEERING MANAGER'S WORK
The work of the engineering manager is to manage engi

neers.

While this position description may appear to be

self-evident, it reflects the fact that the work of the
engineering manager, like the job of any manager, is to get
things done through the use of other people.
Defining the objectives of the engineering department
is somewhat like defining the shape of a snowflake.

A

general description is possible, but any attempt to be
specific is defeated by the seemingly endless variety of
expectations company-to-company, division-to-division, and
even department-to-department within a division.

Heimer's

definition of the engineering discipline (see "The Engineer's
Work") provides a concise, general description of the area
in which the objectives of the engineering department fall;
however, the specific objectives within this area vary
greatly.

For example, the development engineering group

may be expected to demonstrate laboratory feasibility for a
particular process, or it may be expected to be involved
with the process until a practical production process is
operable and to become involved again should generic prob
lems occur after production begins.
Although the objectives of the engineering department
vary greatly and the accomplishment of these objectives
requires the use of more specialized skills than those
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required by many other departments, the work of the engi
neering manager is the same as the work of any other
manager:

to accomplish his group's objectives through the

efficient use of people.
B.

THE CAREER PATH TO AN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT POSITION
The typical engineer, in moving from college graduation

to a formal engineering management position, goes through
three career stages.
During the first stage, which could be called an engi
neering stage, the engineer is involved largely with work of
an engineering nature.

As the engineer gains experience and

demonstrates increasing ability, he advances from small,
well-defined, closely-supervised projects to projects which
are defined only in terms of expected results.

Although the

engineer may be participating in a group effort, he is
expected to complete the projects for which he has direct
responsibility through his own engineering work.

He may

receive technical advice from other engineers and provide
technical direction to technicians, but he has no authority
to direct other engineers and usually has no authority to
set priorities for the technicians; the engineer must depend
upon his superiors to provide these types of direction.
The second stage could be called an informal management
stage.

The informal engineering manager has some authority

over technicians and over other engineers, but this author
ity is limited either in scope (usually in the areas of
hiring, dismissing, and salary administration) or in
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duration (usually the time required for the completion of
the project assigned) as compared to that authority held by
the formal manager.

Various titles (lead engineer, super

vising engineer, project manager, task force leader, etc.)
and responsibilities (complete projects as directed by for
mal managers, keep management informed of opportunities
occurring in a particular area, etc.) are associated with
the informal management stage.

The common aspect of all

informal management positions is the recognition that the
informal manager needs some limited amount of authority over
other people to accomplish his objectives.
The final stage could be termed the formal management
stage.

The formal engineering manager holds the traditional

management position with total responsibility for a given
area--full authority to organize, operate, and budget his
section and to hire, dismiss, train, direct, and remunerate
his subordinates (even the formal manager's authority is not
absolute— see "The Manager's Work")--and an indeterminate
tenure.
The dividing lines between these three career stages
are sometimes nebulous.

One person may simultaneously hold

positions in all three stages (an engineering section
manager who routinely does some engineering work is given a
project management assignment).

The engineer may alternate

between two of the stages (an engineer is often assigned to
several limited-duration informal management positions alter
nating with his permanent engineering position).

In
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companies or divisions using matrix-type project management,
the project manager position may be considered to be more
important or to require more management skill than the tra
ditional formal management positions in the engineering
function; therefore, in these organizations,

the engineer

might advance consecutively through stages one,

two, and

three and then be promoted to a position classified as being
in stage two.
The informal management positions are usually con
sidered to be both training areas and proving grounds for
the promising engineer.

The engineer demonstrating profi

ciency in his stage one assignments is often assigned to one
or more informal management positions.

While the engineer

is involved in these informal management positions, his
aptitude for management is judged by his superiors.

Depend

ing upon their opinions, the engineer may be assigned to
further informal management positions, to an engineering
position, or to a formal management position.
C.

SKILLS NEEDED TO FOLLOW THE CAREER PATH TO MAiSfAGEMENT
The engineer planning to make the transition to an

engineering management position must acquire skills or
knowledge in three areas:
communication, business,

interpersonal relations and
and the technical disciplines.

The people problem is a combination of interpersonal
relations and effective communications.

It is difficult to

separate these two when discussing one's interaction with
another person for it is through the medium of communication
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(oral or written) that one person interacts with another.
Skill in handling the people problem is vital to an engineer
wishing to make the transition to an engineering management
position.

The engineer in an engineering position must

interact with other people to some extent in obtaining tech
nical help and in selling his ideas both to his superiors
and to other functions.

His need for skill in handling the

people problem increases as he assumes an informal manage
ment position and must direct the efforts of others.

The

necessity of this skill to an engineer in a formal manage
ment position is evidenced by engineering managers spending
at least seventy-five percent of their time communicating
with others.
The various facets of the people problem form the base
upon which management science must be founded.

The engineer

who works with steel must be familiar with the character
istics of steel and the reaction of the metal to various
chemical and physical processes;

similarly, the manager

(whose job is getting things done through other people) must
be familiar with the needs and desires of people and with
their response to various stimuli.

The manager who attempts

to direct people through unbending application of such
management principles as the authority-responsibility rela
tionship without an understanding of the basic factors of
human relations is likely to be as unsuccessful and as con
fused as the engineer who, hearing that ferrous metals are
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attracted by magnets, attempts to lift a nonmagnetic grade
of stainless steel with a magnet.
A very good case can be made for the proposition that
mathematics is the basic tool of the engineer.

Although the

engineer may use a reference book to find a particular
formula, he does not have the time to look up the various
methods of algebraic manipulation each time one of these
methods is required in his calculations; he must have a
working knowledge of many segments of mathematics.

Simi

larly, the engineering manager must have a working knowledge
of people and their interactions with each other.

This

working knowledge of people is both the solution of the
people problem and the basic tool of the manager.
An engineer wishing to advance his career either as a
technical expert or as a manager should acquire an under
standing of business.

He must understand the profit motive,

the various costs associated with production, the element of
risk in both business and engineering decisions, and the
willingness of the customer to pay the price of various
technical improvements (the technology exists to build a car
capable of withstanding a twenty mile per hour collision
without significant damage, but who would pay either the
initial cost or the cost of fuel?).

This knowledge of

business, which helps the engineer understand decisions made
by his superiors as well as helping him make his own deci
sions, is important to both the technical expert and the
engineering manager.
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The engineer must demonstrate a certain amount of tech
nical expertise in a given area to advance beyond the entry
level engineering position.

Assuming the engineer desires

continued career growth after his advancement beyond entry
level, he must continue to expand his technical knowledge.
The direction of this expansion depends upon his choice of a
career path.

The engineer desiring to become a technical

expert must increase his knowledge in a specialized area.
The engineer desiring to become a manager must usually
broaden his knowledge to include several technical discip
lines— he must become a generalist rather than a specialist.
The engineering manager must give his subordinates general
direction, not become involved in each detail of their work
(if he has time to be involved in all the details, why does
he need subordinates?).

Therefore, he needs sufficient

knowledge in all the engineering disciplines included in his
group to be able to guide his subordinates, to evaluate
their ideas, and to present their proposals to others.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

First, the work of the engineering manager, like that
of any manager, is getting things done through the use of
other people.
Second, the typical engineer,

in moving from college

graduation to a formal engineering management position, goes
through three career stages:

an engineering stage in which

the engineer is responsible for completing projects through
personal efforts, an informal management stage in which the
engineer is given limited authority over other people to aid
in the completion of assigned projects, and a formal manage
ment stage in which the engineering manager holds the tradi
tional management position (total responsibility for a given
area, full authority, and indeterminate tenure).
Third, the engineer usually must demonstrate profi
ciency in meeting the objectives associated with a particu
lar career stage before being considered for assignment to a
position in the next higher career stage.

Engineers often

alternate between assignments in engineering positions and
assignments in informal management positions for significant
portions of their careers.

The informal management posi

tions often serve as both training areas and proving grounds
for engineers thought to be candidates for formal engineer
ing management positions.
Fourth, the engineer planning to make the transition to
an engineering management position must acquire skills or
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knowledge in three areas:

the ability to handle people

(termed "the people problem," this ability includes the
areas of interpersonal relations and effective communica
tions), an understanding of the business environment, and
the technical disciplines.

The people problem is the most

critical area of expertise for the potential engineering
manager.
Fifth, several sources of help are available to the
engineer desiring to acquire skills or knowledge in inter
personal relations, communication, and the business environ
ment.

The most useful sources found during this study are

briefly described in Appendix D.
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APPENDIX A
OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE QUESTIONNAIRE
THE TRANSITION OF AN ENGINEER TO
AN ENGINEERING MANAGER
A QUESTIONNAIRE

A Word of Explanation
This questionnaire is being given to a group of engi
neering managers (design and development engineering,
industrial engineering, quality assurance, manufacturing
engineering, etc.) whose educational background is one of the
engineering disciplines.

Answers to questions herein and

information resulting from verbal discussions with the writer
will be used for a thesis discussing the problems faced by an
engineer making the transition to an engineering manager.
Any relationship between an individual (name, title, or
otherwise) and the response to a question herein or informa
tion resulting from future discussions of this topic will be
held in confidence by the writer.
Please accept my thanks for your help in completing this
questionnaire.

Edward L. Boyd
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Name __________________________________________________________
Present Position ______________________________________________
First Management Position Held _______________________________
How long did you work as an engineer before first assuming a
management position?

________ Years

How long have you held a management position?
Years

SECTION I
For each item listed below, please indicate:
(a)

In the first column, your feeling of the importance
of this item to your success as a manager by
marking:
3 for very important
2 for helpful
1 for not important

(b)

In the second column, the amount of difficulty you
experienced with this item upon first making the
transition from an engineer to a manager by
marking:
3 for much difficulty
2 for moderate difficulty
1 for no difficulty
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Importance

Difficulty

(D

_

_

Personal technical knowledge

(2)

_

_

Ability to delegate authority
to subordinates

(3 )

_

_

Ability to assign responsi
bility to subordinates

(4 )

_

_

Ability to motivate subor
dinates

(5)

_

_

Personal understanding of
capabilities of subordinates

(6 )

_

_

Relations with peers inside
your function (i.e. reporting
to same superior as you)

(7 )

_

_

Relations with peers outside
your function

(8 )

_

_

Keeping subordinates well
informed of outside condi
tions that might affect the
decisions they make

(9)

_

_

Knowledge of subordinates'
lives outside work

( 10 )

_

__

Personal skills at communi
cating with others

(ID

_

Understanding what is
expected of you as a manager
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SECTION II
Please indicate your opinion of each of the following state
ments by marking:

(1)

A

if you agree

D

if you disagree

N

if you have no opinion

My subordinates must know the limits of their
authority.

( 2)

My technical knowledge is important in gaining the
respect of my subordinates.

(3)

I should understand the details of each of my
subordinates' jobs.

(4)

I must be aware of the overall objectives of the
company in order to properly guide my subordinates.

(5)

My success as a manager is related to a great
extent to my ability to communicate with my sub
ordinates .

( 6)

I must be aware of the capabilities and limitations
of my subordinates.

(7)

Each of my subordinates must feel that he is making
a valuable contribution to the company.

(8 )

My subordinates must have an understanding of the
priorities of the various tasks assigned to them.

(9)

I should immediately recognize exceptional work by
a subordinate.
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(10)

It is vital that I cultivate contacts and sources
of information outside my area of responsibility in
order to understand exactly what is needed from my
subordinates and myself.

(11 )

I must precisely define the responsibility assigned
to each of my subordinates.

(12 )

Motivating my subordinates causes me more problems
than does any lack of technical expertise they may
have.

(13)

I must make my subordinates aware of what can be
done to correct unsatisfactory results.

(14)

A manager should sometimes withhold information
from subordinates to develop their skill in acquir
ing their own data.

(15)

A successful manager of engineers must be a profi
cient engineer.

(16)

I must give my subordinates a description of condi
tions outside their immediate area of responsibil
ity adequate to allow them to consider overall
conditions when making decisions.

(17)

I should be personally able to fill the shoes of
any one of my subordinates if he is absent.

(18)

It is more important for each of my subordinates to
have a job he is comfortable with than it is for me
to keep a subordinate who is a good worker in his
present position.
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My success as a manager is related to a great

(19)

extent to my ability to communicate with those
outside my function.
(20)

My subordinates should know exactly what is
expected of them.

( 21)

I sometimes unknowingly withhold important informa
tion from my subordinates because I do not realize
it will be important to the completion of their
jobs.

(2 2 )

The successful manager must be able to assign a job
to a subordinate without constantly checking on the
subordinate's progress.

SECTION III
Which of the definitions below do you feel is most descrip
tive of your job as a manager?

(Please check one.)

__

Developing my subordinates

__

Supervising my subordinates

__

Getting things done through other people

__

Organizing the people reporting to me

__

Planning the work of my subordinates

__

Providing physical resources to enable my subordi
nates to do the best job possible
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SECTION IV
What percent of your time do you spend in each of the
following activities?
(1)

___ %

Communicating with subordinates (verbal or
written)

(2)

___ %

Communicating with superior (verbal or written)

(3)

___ %

Communicating with people within the company other
than your subordinates or your superior (verbal or
written)

(4)

___ %

Communicating with customers or suppliers (verbal
or written)

(5)

___ %

Independent work not involving communication with
others

SECTION V
What facet of management do you feel you were least prepared
for when you first moved from an engineering position to a
management position?

Assuming that an engineer should be prepared to some extent
by his college education for a future management position,
what types of courses do you feel should be added to the tra
ditional engineering curriculum to accomplish this?
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If you were recommending an engineer for an engineering
management position, what characteristics or abilities would
you look for?

What is the most important advice you could give an engineer
when he first becomes a manager?
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APPENDIX B
OUTLINE OF INTERVIEW
(1)

How would you describe your job as an engineering man
ager?

What duties or responsibilities?

relationship with other functions?

What working

Would you classify a

significant portion of your work as political in nature?
(2)

What career path led to your formal management position?
Did your career path prior to assuming a formal manage
ment position include informal or temporary management
positions such as lead engineer, group leader, task
force leader, or project manager?

(3)

If you were to choose the one skill or ability most
responsible for your appointment to your first manage
ment position, what would it be?

(4)

Which of the following personal skills or abilities do
you find necessary to accomplish your duties?
General economics (supply-demand, etc.)
Engineering economics (fixed and variable costs,
value analysis, true cost of changes, etc.)
Basic statistics
Accounting
Psychology
Sociology
Public speaking
Interpersonal relations
Any other notable skills or abilities?
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(5)

In which of the above skills or abilities would you
expect a newly employed engineer to be proficient?

(6)

In which of the above skills or abilities would you
expect an engineer to be proficient before being con
sidered for an engineering management position?
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APPENDIX C
ANALYSIS OF FIRST AND FOURTH QUESTIONNAIRE SECTIONS
In the first and fourth questionnaire sections, the
respondent was asked to rate various skills or activities
with a numerical value.
in each case.

The method of analysis was identical

The sample mean and sample standard deviation

were calculated for the ratings received by each skill or
activity.

The skills or activities were then arranged in

order of decreasing sample mean.

Each skill or activity was

then tested against all other skills or activities having
lower sample means to determine whether the differences in
means could be attributed to chance or to differences in
population means.

Because of the small sample size, the t

distribution was used for this analysis.
In the following description, the subscript "A" is used
to designate the skill or activity having the higher sample
mean and the subscript "B" to designate the skill or activity
having the lower sample mean.

Variables are defined as

follows:
u = population mean
x = sample mean
s = sample standard deviation
n = sample size = 17
DF = degrees of freedom = nA + ng - 2 = 32
Each pair of skills or activities to be tested was
chosen such that sA > Sg.

The null hypothesis (A null
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hypothesis is a hypothesis chosen primarily to determine if
it can be rejected.) used was y^ = y^.
hypothesis was y^ > yg.

The alternate

The test statistic used [15] was

Tables of this t statistic for each case are included in
the text.
As noted in the text, a twenty percent level of signifi
cance (The level of significance is the probability of
rejecting a true null hypothesis.) was used.

On this basis,

the null hypothesis was rejected if the value of the t
statistic was greater than 0.853.

[16]

After the above tests were performed, the skills or
activities were arranged in groups such that the population
mean for any attribute or activity in a given group had been
shown (by the above tests) to be higher than the population
mean for any skill or activity in a lower ranked group.
One further test was performed on the results of the
fourth questionnaire section only.

The time spent by each

manager in all activities involving communication was
determined by adding the times listed for these activities by
each manager.

The sample mean and sample standard deviation

were then calculated for these combined times.
distribution and the formula below,

Using the t

[17] the time spent in
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communicating by the population of engineering managers was
then determined.

s
where:

/hj n

x = sample mean = 78.824
s = sample standard deviation = 15.553
n = sample size = 17
yQ = 75.000

The null hypothesis used was y = y^.
hypothesis was y > y^.
1.014.

The alternate

The value of t determined above was

This was greater than 0.865 (the minimum value of t

at which the null hypothesis could be accepted based on a t
distribution with sixteen degrees of freedom at a twenty
percent level of significance;) [18] thus, the null hypothesis
was rejected.
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APPENDIX D
SOURCES OF HELP FOR THE POTENTIAL ENGINEERING MANAGER
The sources of help noted below are based on the
author’s experience and on his interviews with engineering
managers.

The sources chosen require little, if any, back

ground knowledge in the areas covered.

No attempt is made to

list sources for the various engineering fields— it is felt
that the prospective manager can better select these based
on the needs of his particular department.

All texts noted

by title are listed in the Bibliography.
In the area of the people problem, four self-study texts
are recommended.

One of the oldest and, in the author’s

opinion, the most valuable texts on practical human relations
is How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie.
How to Get Your Boss's Job by George Proxy (a pseudonym) is a
sometimes tongue-in-cheek description of several areas of
management (approximately half the text is devoted to the
people problem) containing many applicable quotations from
various leaders in industry and government.

Manage or Be

Managed by Don Fuller is devoted almost entirely to the
practical aspects of managing people in the engineering
department.

Personnel by Dale S. Beach is a general text on

personnel management, but it contains several excellent
chapters on motivation, communication, and leadership styles.
Many engineering trade magazines and engineering society
journals contain excellent articles on various facets of the
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people problem.

Formal courses in personnel management or

human relations are helpful; however, caution should be
exercised in the selection of these courses since many such
courses are structured so that they become either surveys of
the personnel management department,

descriptions of methods

of management for hourly workers, or groupings of various
seemingly unrelated theories of management or human relations.
The area of business is so broad that selecting sources
of help providing adequate coverage of the field in a reason
able amount of time is difficult.

Some knowledge of the

supply-demand concept and fixed and variable costs should be
acquired through either independent study or a basic course
in economics.

Essentials of Managerial Finance by J. Fred

Weston and Eugene F. Brigham is an excellent introduction to
corporate finance.

A short course in value analysis is

helpful to the prospective engineering manager.

A basic

course in marketing helps the engineer to understand customer
attitudes and product-mix problems.

Certainly,

the engineer

wanting to make the transition to an engineering management
position should become familiar with his company's accounting
methods and marketing strategy and should keep himself in
formed of the current business climate by reading such
periodicals as Fortune and The Wall Street Journal as well as
the trade magazines relating to his company's product.

